Abstract. We apply a formal method based on assertions to specify and verify an atomic broadcast protocol.
Introduction
Embedded computing systems are usually composed of hardware and software components which can fail. Component failures might lead to unanticipated behaviour and service unavailability. To achieve high availability of a service despite failures, a key idea is to implement the service by a group of server processes running on distinct processors (Cristian 1990 ). Replication of service state information among group members enables the group to provide the service even when some of its members fail, since the remaining members have enough information about the service state to continue the service. To maintain the consistency of these replicated global states, any state update must be broadcast to all correct servers such that they all observe the same sequence of state updates. This requires a communication service which can be used by the client processes to deliver updates to their peers. We refer to such a communication service as atomic broadcast (also called reliable broadcast). There are two sets of atomic broadcast protocols: synchronous protocols, such as the protocols described by Babaoglu and Drumond (1985) , Cristian et al. (1985 and 1989) , and Cristian (1990) , and asynchronous protocols, as presented by Birman and Joseph (1987) and Chang and Maxemchuck (1984) .
Synchronous atomic broadcast protocols assume that the underlying communication delays between correct processors are bounded. Given this assumption, local clocks of correct processors can be synchronized, see e.g. Strong, 1986 and 1993) . Then, following Cristian et al. (1985 Cristian et al. ( , 1989 , the properties of synchronous atomic broadcast protocols are described in terms of local clocks:
• Termination: every update whose broadcast is initiated by a correct processor at time T on its clock is delivered by all correct processors at time T + A on their own clocks, where A is a positive parameter called the broadcast termination time.
• Atomicity: if a correct processor delivers an update at time U on its clock, then that update was initiated by some processor and is delivered by each correct processor at time U on its own clock.
• Order: all correct processors deliver their updates in the same order.
Synchronous atomic broadcast protocols provide an upper bound for the broadcast termination time. Hence they can be used in real-time applications where deadlines must always be met, even in the presence of failures. On the other hand, asynchronous broadcast protocols do not assume bounded message transmission delays between correct processors. Thus they cannot guarantee a bound for the broadcast termination time and are not suitable for critical real-time applications.
In order to provide a service despite the presence of faults, real-time systems often adopt fault-tolerance techniques. Ta achieve fault-tolerance, some kind of redundancy is introduced which will affect the timing behavior of a system. Hence it is a challenging problem to guarantee the correctness of distributed systems in which both real-time and fault-tolerance are important. We investigate the application of a formal verification method to such systems. Since atomic broadcast service is one of the fundamental issues in fault-tolerance, we select an atomic broadcast protocol presented in Cristian et al. (1985 Cristian et al. ( , 1989 which tolerates omission failures as our verification example. Henceforth, we use the term atomic broadcast protocol to refer to this protocol. An informal description of the protocol, an implementation, and an informal proof which shows that the implementation indeed satisfies the requirement of the protocol are presented in Cristian et al. (1985 Cristian et al. ( , 1989 . We follow the informal description of these papers as close as possible and show that we can formally reason with specifications expressed in terms of local clocks.
The configuration of the service is illustrated in the figure 1. The atomic broadcast service is implemented by replicating a server process on all distributed processors in a network. Thus any client process on any processor can use this service. We allow more than one client process located on one processor. Assume that there are n processors in the network. Pairs of processors are connected by links which are point-to-point, bi-directional, communication channels. Message transmission time between correct processors is bounded. Each processor has access to a local clock. It is assumed that local clocks of correct processors are approximately synchronized. Further assume that only omission failures occur on processors and links. When a processor suffers an omission failure, it cannot send messages to other processors. When a link suffers an omission failure, the messages traveling along this link may be lost.
To send an update to its peers, a client process initiates the atomic broadcast server process located on the same processor to atomically broadcast that update. After such a request, the server processes execute a certain protocol and finally each server process delivers the update to the client processes located on its processor. To achieve the order property, there is a priority ordering among all processors. If two updates are initiated at processor ~J' different clock times, they will be delivered according to the ordering of their initiation times. If they are initiated at the same clock time on different processors, they will be delivered according to the priority of their initiation processors.
In general, to formally verify a system we need a proof theory which consists of axioms and rules about the system components. To be able to abstract from implementation details, it is often convenient to have a compositional verification method. Compositionality enables us to verify a system by using only specifications of its components without any information about the implementation of those components. Such compositional proof systems have been developed for non-real-time systems, e.g. (Zwiers 1989) , and real-time systems, such as (Hooman 1991) and (Zhou and Hooman 1992) .
In particular, if the system is composed of parallel components, the proof method should contain a parallel composition rule. Let S(p) denote the atomic broadcast server process running on processor p, ~ denote a specification written in a formal language based on first-order logic, and S(p) sat ~ denote that server process S(p) satisfies specification ~. Under the condition of maximal parallelism (i.e., each process runs at its own processor), the parallel composition rule states that if server process S(pi) satisfies specification ~i and ~Pi only refers to the interface of Pi, for i = 1,..., n, then the parallel program S(pl)II... IIS(p~) satisfies Ai~=l ~i. This rule is formalized as follows.
Parallel Composition Rule
S(p~) sat qoi, ~i only refers to the interface of Pi, for i = 1,..., n S(p~)ll .-.
IlS(pn) sat Ai%l ~i
We also need a consequence rule to weaken a specification and a conjunction rule to take the conjunction of specifications. Let S be any process.
Consequence Rule S sat ~, ~ --~ ~b S sat ~b
Conjunction Rule S sat q~l, S sat ¢P2
S sat ~1 A ~2
These rules are used to justify the following steps in the verification of the protocol:
• In section 2, we specify the requirements of the protocol in a formal language based on first-order logic. We call this the top-level specification and denote it by ABS.
Thus our aim is to prove S(pl)ll IIS(pn) sat ABS.
• In section 3, we axiomatize the required assumptions about the system, including underlying communication mechanism, clock synchronization assumption, and failure assumptions. We denote the conjunction of all these axioms by AX.
• The properties of the atomic broadcast server process running on processor p are formalized in section 4. We call this the server process specification and denote it by Spec(p). Spec(p) should only refer to the interface of p. We assume S(p) sat Spee(p).
• The parallel composition rule leads to S(pl)II"" llS(pn) sat A ~=1 Spec(pi) . By the conjunction rule, we obtain S(pa)ll"' IIS(pn) sat /~in=l Spec(pi) A AX. We fb prove Ai=i Spec(p~) A AX --+ ABS in section 5. Hence the consequence rule leads to S(Pl)II'" IIS(P,d sat ABS.
• Finally section 6 contains concluding remarks, comparing our results with those in (Cristian et al. 1989 ).
Top-Level Specification
In this section we formalize the top-level requirements of the atomic broadcast protocol.
After the introduction of a number of notations, primitives, and abbreviations, we express termination by formula TERM in section 2.1, atomicity by ATOM in section 2.2, and order by formula ORDER in section 2.3. Then the top-level specification of the atomic broadcast protocol, ABS, is the conjunction of these three properties:
ABS -TERM A ATOM A ORDER.
Let P be a set of processor names and L a set of link names. We assume that all processors and links have unique names. We use p, q, r, s .... to denote elements of P and l, I1 .... to denote elements of L. Let G be the network of processors and links, i.e.,
G=PUL.
To denote real times, we use a dense time domain called RTIME. The standard arithmetic operators +, -, x, and the relations =, <, and _< are defined on RTIME. We use lower case letters, e.g. t, u, v ..... to denote variables ranging over RTIME.
Each processor has access to a local clock. Let Cp be a function which represents the value of the local clock of processor p, i.e., Cp(t) The atomic broadcast service is implemented by a group of server processes replicated on all processors in the network. When a client process initiates a request to broadcast update cr to a server process running on processor p, we call p the initiator of c~ and say that p initiates cr. Similarly, when the server process of p delivers an update ~r to client processes, we say that p delivers cr to client processes.
For a formal description of the properties of the protocol, we define the primitives:
• correct(p) at t: processor p is correct at real time t.
• correct(I) at t: link l is correct at real time t.
• initiate(p, ~) at t: processor p finishes with receiving a request to broadcast update cr from a client process located on p at real time t, i.e., p initiates cr at real time t.
• deliver (p, or) at t: processor p starts to send update cr to client processes at real time t.
Henceforth we use =-to denote syntactic equality. We define the following abbreviations, for any primitive q~ at t,
• ~beforepT=-~To:~atpToATo<T
• ~inp I~TcI:~atpT, wherelC2CVAL.
In (Cristian et al. 1989 ), assumptions about the system are simplified. For instance, it is assumed that message processing time on a correct processor is zero. In this paper, however, we will take the time spent by a correct processor into account. Then the termination and atomicity properties can only be described by using an upper bound and an interval, respectively, instead of precise time points as in (Cristian et al. 1989 ).
Termination
The property of termination is stated as follows: every update whose broadcast is initiated by a correct processor s at clock value T will be delivered at all correct processors by clock value T + D1 on their own clocks, where D1 is a positive constant called the broadcast terlnination time. This property is formally expressed as follows, with the usual convention that any free variable occurring in a formula is universally quantified.
AWm~
The atomicity property requires that if a correct processor p delivers an update at clock value U, then that update was initiated by some processor s (at some local time T) and is delivered by all correct processors at some local clock value between U -D2 and U + D2, where D2 is a positive constant and indicates the difference of delivery times of an update by two correct processors. Formally,
Notice that the atomicity property does not follow from the termination property, because the initiator s need not be correct.
Order
The order property is expressed in (Cristian et al. 1989) as: all correct processors deliver their updates in the same order. To formalize this we consider the sequence of updates of a processor. Let U be any clock value. If @1,.-. ,ek) is a sequence of updates delivered by processor p before local time U, then there should exist a clock value V such that (Crl,..., (rk} has also been delivered by any other processor q before local time V. Notice that U and V can be different. Furthermore, there is no reason to exclude the possibility that more than one update is delivered at the same time by a processor. This is modelled by using a set of sequences to represent the updates of a processor and to include all possible interleavings for simultaneous updates. We define the following abbreviation to express that no update has been delivered in a certain interval I.
• ~deliver(p) inp I ~ ~3~r : deliver(p,~r) inp I.
Let £N denote the set of all natural numbers (including 0) and/N + =/N \ {0}. 
deliver(p) inp [0, U1).}
Then the order property is formalized as follows:
ORDER -correct(p) A correct(q) -+ VU3V : List(p, U) C List(q, V)
By this property, we obtain that, for any pair of correct processors p and q,
VU3V : List(p, U) C List(q, V) and also VU'3V' : List(q, U') C List(p, V').
Hence p and q deliver their updates in the same order.
System Assumptions
Next we axiomatize the assumptions about the system, that is, properties of processors and links in section 3.1, axioms about the underlying communication mechanism in section 3.2, properties of local clocks in section 3.3, and the failure hypothesis in section 3.4.
The conjunction of all these axioms is denoted by AX.
Processors and Links
We first consider the topology of the network. Define the primitive. This is expressed by the following axiom.
® link(I,p,
We also assume that a link connects at most two processors.
Thus F denotes the set of processors and links which are not always correct.
An important assumption about the network is that during any execution of the protocol all correct processors remain connected via correct links. Recall that G is the set of all processors and links, that is, G = P U L. Then we have G \ F = {Pl correct(p)} U {1 I correct(l)}, denoting the set of correct processors and links. G \ F can be considered as a graph in which processors are vertices and links are edges. We call G \ F connected if and only if there exists a path between any two processors in G \ F. Now we can give the axiom for connectivity.
Given axiom 3, d(p, q) is used to denote the distance between p and q and d to represent the diameter of G \ F.
Bounded Communication
To axiomatize the underlying communication mechanism, we define two primitives:
• send (p, m, t) at t to denote that processor p starts to send message m along link 1 at real time t.
• receive (p, m, I ) at t to denote that processor p finishes with receiving message ra along link 1 at real time t.
The abbreviations defined in section 2 are also used for these two primitives. When send (p, m, l) at ~ or receive (p, m, l) at ~ holds, l must be a link of p.
Two processors can send messages to each other if they are connected by a link. Communication along links is synchronous in the sense that the duration of the transmission of a message is bounded by two parameters 7 and 5 with 7, 5 c CVAL, 0 < 7 <-5. Let p and q be two correct processors connected by a correct link I. Let r be any correct processor to be used as reference. If p sends message m along link 1 at clock value U according to the clock of r, then q will receive m along l at some clock value in the interval [U + % U + (5] according to the clock of r.
AXIOM 5 (BOUNDED COMMUNICATION)
Clock Synchronization
Assume that clocks of correct processors are synchronized within a parameter e.
AXIOM 6 (CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION)
We also assume that local clocks are monotonic.
AXIOM 7 (MONOTONIC CLOCK)
tl <_ t2 <_ c,(t2) According to Cristian (1993) , in the paper (Cristian et al. 1989 ) an implicit assumption was used, namely that any clock on a correct processor has a speed that differs from the speed of any other clock on a correct processor by a very small quantity p, p > 0. This drift p was neglected in (Cristian et al. 1989) , resulting in the following approximation: while a message travels between two processors the clocks of the two processors will keep their distance constant. Here, however, this factor p is taken into account, leading to the following assumption:
Failure Assumptions
The atomic broadcast protocol verified in this paper tolerates omission failures. When a processor suffers an omission failure, it cannot send out messages. More precisely, if a processor p is not correct at real time t, then p is not able to send any message m along any link l at time t. This is also called the fail silence property of processors.
We assume that during any protocol execution there can be at most m processors that suffer omission failures, where m c iV.
When a link suffers an omission failure, the messages entrusted on that link may be lost. But if a message has been received by a processor along a (possibly faulty) link, then that message should have been correctly transmitted by that link. For instance, the message is not corrupted and there are no timing errors. Therefore, if a processor q receives a message m along link l at clock value V on the clock of r, then there exists another processor p which has sent that message earlier along I at some time between [V -5, V -2/] according to the clock of r.
AXIOM 10 (ONLY OMISSION FAILURE)
receive (q, m, l) 
Server Process Specification
In this section, we characterize S(p), i.e., the atomic broadcast server process running on p. Notice that in the top-level specification only delivery of updates is important and thus a primitive deliver (p, (7) at t is used. In the server process specification, however, information about the initiation time T and the initiator s of an update (7 is needed to implement the top-level specification. Therefore we define a primitive
• convey(p, < T, s, (7 >) at t to denote that processor p starts to send message < [/', s, (7 > to client processes at real time t.
Then the relation between deliver(p, (7) at t and convey(p, < T, s, (7 >) at t is clear:
• deliver (p, (7) at t ~ 3s, T : convey(p, < T, s, (7 >) at t Assume that any correct processor can send a message to all its neighbors within Ts E CVAL time units and any correct processor can convey all the updates initiated at the same clock time to client processes within Tc E CVAL time units. Let T~ E CVAL, Tr ~ T~, be the time to ensure that all correct processors have received a message containing an update after it is initiated. These parameters will be used to determine the values of D1 and D2 occurring in the top-level specification. Then the server specification is described by the following requirements.
• Initiation requirement.
When p initiates an update (7 at clock time T, it will send message < T, p, (7 > to all its neighbors within Ts. After T~ time units, assuming that then all correct processors have received that message, p will convey < T, p, (7 > to client processes. This is formalized by the following formula:
Start(p) =_ initiate(p, (7) atp T-~ VIE Link(p): send(p,< T,p,(7 >,l) inp [T,T + T~] A convey(p, < T, p, (7 >) inp [T + Tr, T + T~ + T~]
• Relay requirement. When p receives a message < T, s, a >, it will relay this message on all its links except the one along which it received this message. As in the initiator's case, when its clock reaches T + Jr', P will convey < T, s, (7 > to client processes.
Relay(p) =-receive(p, < T, s, (7 >, l) atp g -+ Wl 1 e nink(p)\{l} : send(p, < T, s, cr >, 11)inp [Y, U+I]] A convey(p, < T, s, (7 >) inp [T + Tr, T + T~ + Tc]
• Convey requirement.
If processor p conveys a message < T, s, (7 > at clock time U, then we have U E [T + Tr, T + T~ + To] and either p initiated (7 itself at local clock time T or p is different from s and has received < T, s, (7 > at some clock value V. When p initiates (7 at local time T or it receives < T, s, (7 > at some local time V, we say that p learns of message < T, s, (7 > and define:
Then the requirement is formalized by the formula Origin(p):
Ordering requirement. If two messages are conveyed by processor p, then they will be conveyed in the order of the initiation times contained in these two messages. If these initiation times are the same, then they will be conveyed according to the priority of the initiators. Therefore it is assumed that there is a total order -< on the set of processor names P. This total order specifies a priority ordering among processors. A lexicographical ordering K on pairs < T, s > is defined, for any two pairs (T1, sl) and (T2, s2), by (T1, 81) C (T2, s2) iff (T 1 < T2) V (T1 --T2 A sl ~ s2).
Then the fourth requirement is formalized by the formula Sequen(p):
(vl < v2 (T1, Sl) E (T2, s2))
The requirements mentioned above only hold for correct processors. Since omission failures are allowed, we still need to define the acceptable behaviour for faulty processors. This is captured by the following requirement, which holds for any arbitrary processor p.
Failure requirement. When p sends a message < T, s, cr > to a neighbor at local time U, there can be only two possibilities: either p initiated cr itself at local time T and U E [T, T + Ts] holds, or p received < T, s, cr > at some local time V and U E IV, V + Ts] holds.
Source(p) -send(p, < T, s, cr >, I)
Observe that send (p, < T, s, cr >, l) 
Spec(p) =-[correct(p) ~ Start(p) A Relay(p) A Origin(p) A Sequen(p)] A Source(p).
Then a processor p is specified by the fail silence axiom 9 and the next axiom.
AXIOM 11 (SERVER PROCESS SPECIFICATION) S(p) sat Spee(p)
Verification
As explained in the introduction, our aim is to prove A ' r~ 
tl) = U1 C [T,T + T~], this leads to Cr(tl) ~ (T -e,T + Ts +e). From (1), we obtain initiate(p, ~) atp T A U C (T -e, T + T~ + e) A p --s (3)
Suppose that (2) With (2), this leads to
~11, V : receive(p, < T, s, ~ >,/1) at~ V A U E [V, V + (1 + p)T~] A p ~ s. Together with (3) this proves NSource(p, r).
[] The second lemma expresses that if a correct processor p receives a message < T, s, cr > at time V measured on the clock of a correct processor r, then a correct neighbor q which is not s will receive < T, s, ~r > by V + (1 + p)Ts + 8 measured on the clock of r.
LEMMA 3 (PROPAGATION)

receive(p, < T, s, cr >,/1) atr V A correct(p) A correct(q) A link(12,p, q) A correct(12) n q s A correct(r)
: receive(q, < T, s, cr >, l) byr V + (1 + p)T~ + 8
Proof: Assume that the premise of the lemma holds. 
Since receive(p, < T, s, (r
Pl ~ P A send(pl, < T, s, (r >, 12) inr [V -5, V -7]-By the connected link axiom 4, we have 12 E Link(p) A I2 ~ Link(p1).
Since p ~ Pt, by the link axiom 1, we obtain link (12,p, pl) . By assumption, link(12, p, q) and thus the point-to-point axiom 2 leads to Pz ---q. Thus send(q,< T,s,~ >,12) inr IV-6, V -7], that is, there exists a U such that send(q, < T, s, cr >, 12) atr U A g E IV -6, V -3'].
Since q ~ s, by NSource(q, r), we obtain 3l, V' : (receive(q, < T,s,a >,l) atr V' A U E [V', V' + (1 + p)Ts]).
From V p < U and U < V -3', we obtain V t < V -7 and thus 
LEMMA 4 (BOUNDED RECEIVING) initiate(s, or) ats T A correct(s) A correct(q) A q ~ s -~ 31: receive(q,< T,s, cr >,l) bys T + d(s,q)((1 + p)T8 +5)
Proof: Assume that the premise of the lemma holds. We prove this lemma by induction on the distance between s and q. Since s ~ q, we start with d(s, q) = 1.
• 
send(s, < T, s, cr >, l) ins IT, T + 7;].
By definition, there exists a U such that
send(s, < T, s, a >, l) ats U A U E IT, T + Ts].
By the bounded communication axiom 5, we obtain
receive(q, < T, s, ~ >, l) ins [U + % U + 5].
From U _< T + Ts, we obtain
receive(q, < T, s, c~ >, l) bys T + Ts + &
Since p >_ 0, we have
31: receive(q, < T, s, cr >, l) bys T + d(s, q)((1 + p)Ts + 5).
• d(s, q) = k + 1 with k > 1. By definition, there exist a link 12 and a processor qx such that link (12, ql , q 
) A correct(12)/~ correct(q1) A d( s, ql ) = k/~ d( ql , q) = 1.
By the induction hypothesis, we have
: receive(q1, < T, s, cr >, tl) bys T + k((1 + p)Ts + 6).
By definition, there exists a V1 such that
: (receive(q1, < T, s, ~ >, I1) ats V1 A ½ _< T + k((1 + p)T~ + 6) ).
By the propagation lemma 3, we have 3t : receive(q, < T, s, c~ >, l) bys V1 + (1 + p)Ts + 6, i.e., ~l: receive(q,< T,s,a >,/) by~ T+ (k+ 1)((1 +p)T~ +6).
Hence we have proved
~l : receive(q,< T,s, cr >,/) bys T + d(s,q)((1 + p)Ts +5).
[]
Verification of Termination
In this section we prove the termination property of the protocol, starting with a lemma which expresses that if a correct processor s initiates a at local time T, then every correct processor q will convey < T, s, er > in the interval IT + %, T + % + T~] according to its own clock.
LEMMA 5 (CONVEY)
initiate(s, or) ats T A correct(s) A correct(q) -+ convey(q, < T, s, cr >) inq IT + T~, T + % + Tc]
Proof: Assume that the premise of the lemma holds. We consider two cases. 
31: receive(q,< T,s,~ >,l) bys T + d(s,q)((1 + p)Ts + 8).
By the clock synchronization lemma 1, this leads to (7) byq T + D1.
31: receive(q, < T, s, ~r >, I) beforeq T + d(s,
•
Verification of Atomicity
In this section, we prove the atomicity property of the atomic broadcast protocol, again using a number of lemmas. The first lemma states that if correct processor p receives message < T, s, cr > at local time V, then that update (7 was initiated by processor s at local time T.
LEMMA 6 (INITIATION)
receive(p, < T, s, (7 >, I) atp V A correct(p) ~ initiate(s, (7) ats T
Assume that the premise of the lemma holds. By the only omission failure If (2) does not hold, then sl is not the initiator of a and (3) holds.
From (1), we have U1 _< V -7, i.e., V > U1 + 7, and (3) implies U1 >_ V1. Thus V _> V1 + 7, that is, V -V1 >_ 7.
Using receive(s1, < T, s, (7 >, 11) atp VI, we can again use axiom 10 and NSource to obtain another processor s2 ~ sl. In case s2 is not the initiator of (7 we can repeat these steps to obtain s3, etc. Let k E/N, k >_ 2, such that k > V/7 (notice that 2/> 0). Then there are two possibilities:
• either there exists a i < k such that si is the initiator of cr and si ~ s. Hence we have obtained initiate(s, or) ats T;
• or there does not exist a i < k such that si is the initiator of (7.
Thus the processors sl, ..., sk-t are not the initiator of or.
Then, for any i = 2, 3,..., k -1, there exist li and Vi such that
Si ~ Si_l /~ receive(s~, < T,s,(7 >,l 0 atp V/ A SiPS A Vi-! -Vi >_ ~/
Together with V -VI >_ 7 we obtain V -Vi _> i7, for any i = 1,..., k -1.
From receive(sk-1, < T, s, cr >,/k-l) atp Vk-:, by the only omission failure axiom 10, there exists a processor sk ~ sk-1 such that send (sk, < T, s, (7 >, lk-1) (6) holds, then we can derive Vk-1 -Vk >_ 3' as before. From V -V. i ~ i% we obtain V -Vk >_ k~/. Since k > V/% we have V -V~ > V and thus Vk < 0. Recall that all local clock values are nonnegative. Hence (6) does not hold. Therefore (5) must hold, i.e., sk is the initiator of c, and sk ~ s.
m
We define an abbreviation Firstree(p, < T, s, cr >, l) at~ V, which expresses that p receives < T, s, (7 > at time V measured on the clock of a correct processor r and p is one of the first correct processors which have received < T, s, (7 > according to the clock of r, that is, any other correct processor has not received < T, s, (7 > earlier.
Firstrec(p, < T, s, (7 >, l)
The next lemma expresses that if p receives < T, s, (7 > at time V measured on the clock of a correct processor r, p is one of the first correct processors which have received < T, s, (7 >, and s is faulty, then any processor q which is not p and has sent < T, s, (7 > earlier than V is a faulty processor.
LEMMA 7 (FAULTY SENDER)
Firstrec(p, < T, s, (7 >,/1) atr V A send(q, < T, s, (7 >, 12) atr U A
p ~ q A -~eorreet(s) A U < V -* -~eorrect(q)
Proof: Assume that the premise of the lemma holds.
From send (q, < T, s, (7 >, 12) atr U, by NSouree(q, r), we obtain initiate(q, or) atq T A q ----= s or there exist l ~ and V t such that receive (q, < 21, s, (7 >, l') 
Then there exist two possibilities:
O O if (1) holds, then q -s and thus, by assumption, ~correc~(q);
if (2) holds, we have V ~ _< U. Since U < V, we obtain V ~ < V.
Suppose c~rreet(q). Then Firstrec(p, < T, s, (7 >, l) atr V implies V' > V, and thus leads to a contradiction. Hence ~correct(q).
The following lemma shows that if p receives < T, s, ~ > at time V measured on the clock of a correct processor r, p is one of the first correct processors which have received < T, s, ~r >, and s is faulty, then V < T + m ((1 + p) (1) Then we obtain V _> U1 + 7. Since 3' > 0, this leads to 
If (3) holds, then 81 is the initiator of cr and we have Ux < T + Ts + e. Together with (1) , this leads to V < T + (1 + p)T~ + 5 + e. Since ~correct(s), there is at least one faulty processor, i.e., m _> 1.
Thus we obtain V < T + m((1 + p)Ts + 5) + e.
If (4) 
From receive(sl, < T, s, cr >, 11) atv I/'1, by the only omission failure axiom 10, there exist Sz and U2 such that s2 has sent < T, s, cr > to Sl along link ll at time U2 measured on the clock of r. As before, we have U2 c IV1 -5, 171 -7], i.e., uz <_v1-7.
From (4), V1 < U1 and thus U2 _ U1 -7. By (2), U1 < V and then U2 < V -3'.
Hence V > U2. Then by the faulty sender lemma 7, ~correct(s2) holds. By NSource(s2, r), we obtain formulae similar to (3) and (4) for s2.
If s2 is not the initiator of or, we follow the above steps and then obtain another sa which is also a faulty processor. Since there are at most m faulty processors, we cannot continue this procedure infinitely. We must obtain ask which is the initiator of ~r with k _< m. Then, for any i = 2, 3 ..... k -1, by the only omission failure axiom 10 and NSource(si, r), there exist li and V~ such that
This leads to
From reeeive(sk_l, < T, s, cr >,/k-l) atr Vk-1, by the only omission failure axiom 10, there exists a Uk such that
Then we obtain Vk-1 _< Uk + 6. Together with (6) this leads to
Since sk is the initiator of c~, by NSource(sk, r), we have ini~iate (sk, or) at,~ T a sk -=-s/~ Uk ~ (T -e, T ÷ T, + e).
Together with (7) this leads to < T + (k -1)((1 + + +
Combining (5) and (8), we obtain V < T + k( (1 4 
LEMMA 9 (CORRECT RECEIVING)
receive (p, < T, s, a >, l') q --+ ~l : receive(q, < T, s, ~r >, l) Since U1 _< V-7 and 7 > 0, we have V >_ U1 +7 and then V > U1.
By the faulty sender lemma 7, we have -~correct(pl).
Thus the correct processor q is different from the sender Pl.
By Forward(p, r) , p will send < T, s, cr > to q along link l within (1 + p)T, time units. Thus we have send (p, < T, s, a >, l) The next lemma expresses that if correct processor p learns of < T, s, cr >, then any correct processor q also learns of < T, s, ~7 >. (2), by the initiation lemma 6, we obtain initiate(s, a) ats T. Since either (1) or (2) There are two possibilities:
• if s =-q, then we have initiate(q, ~) atq T A q --s holds, i.e., (3) holds;
• if s ~ q, we prove that (4) holds by considering the following two cases.
1. If correct(s) holds, by the bounded receiving lemma 4, we obtain 312: receive (q,< T,s, cr >,12) 
bys T + d(s,q)((1 + p)Ts +5).
Assume that the premise of the lemma holds. By Learn(p, < T, s, ~r >), we
.
By the clock synchronization lemma 1, we have 312 :receive (q,< T,s,(7 >,12) 
If (1) 
Verification of Order
The order property of the atomic broadcast protocol will be proved in this section. We first prove a lemma which expresses that, for any correct processors p and q, if p conveys < T, s, ~r > at local time U, q conveys < T, s, cr > at local time V, and no update is delivered by p in the interval [0, U), then there is also no update delivered by q in the interval [0, V). 
II
Comparison and Conclusion
We have formally proved that the termination, atomicity, and order properties of the protocol hold, provided
. D1 >_ Tr + Tc, where D1 is the broadcast termination time (as specified by TERM), T~ is the time to ensure that all correct processors have received a message containing an update after it is initiated, and Tc is the time for a correct processor to convey updates to its client processes;
2. D2 _> To, where D2 is the difference of delivery time of an update by two correct processors (as specified by ATOM);
. Tr >_ Ts >_ O, Tc _> 0, 6 > "/ > 0, e > 0, and p _> 0, where T~ is the time for a correct processor to send a message to its neighbors, ~ and 5 are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of message transmission delay along a link, e and p are the maximal deviation and speed difference, respectively, of local clocks of correct processors.
Comparing our paper with (Cristian et al. 1989) , the basic ideas of proving properties of the protocol are similar. In their algorithm a processor only relays a message to its neighbors if the message is received by the processor for the first time and it is not a "late message". Actually these two factors do not affect the correctness of the protocol. Adding them to the algorithm only improves the efficiency of the implementation. Thus the informal proof in that paper verifies the protocol without taking these factors into account. We also did this in our formal proof, as can be seen from the Relay(p) property.
From the first correct receiving lemma 8 and the correct receiving lemma 9, we observe that if an update c~ is initiated by a processor s at local clock time T, then any correct processor p will receive the message < T, s, ~r > in less than (d + m) ((1 + p)Ts + 6) + e time units measured on its own clock, where d is the maximal distance between two correct processors and m is the maximal number of faulty processors. Thus T~ _> (d + ra)((1 + p)Ts + 6) + e. The corresponding time bound in (Cristian et al. 1989) is (d+m)~+e, which equals our bound if we assume T~ = 0 and p = 0 as in (Cristian et al. 1989) . Notice that the condition on T~ is only needed for the implementation of the server specification Spec(p), not for the correctness proof of the protocol.
In (Cristian et al. 1989 ), clock synchronization is assumed for always correct processors. To give a precise proof of the protocol, e.g. in the proof of lemma 2, we needed a more refined clock synchronization assumption for processors which are correct at some time points. Thus we took this assumption as an axiom and derived the assumption of (Cristian et at. 1989 ) as a lemma.
To prove the atomicity property, we have to show that if a correct processor p delivers cr at some time U, then cr was initiated by some processor s at some clock time T. This has not been proved in (Cristian et al. 1989) . We have proved it (in lemma 6) by means of available timing information, using a lower bound for message transmission delay between two correct processors. Therefore we have added a lower bound "7 in the bounded communication axiom 5.
There is an implicit assumption in (Cristian et al. 1989 ) about the drift of local clocks. We have formalized this assumption in axiom 8. This axiom is used in lemma 2 to formulate part of the server specification in terms of the local clock of any correct processor. Together with the other axioms about local clocks, i.e., the synchronization axiom 6 and the monotonic clock axiom 7, this makes it possible to perform the verification in terms of local clock values, similar to the informal reasoning in (Cristian et al. 1989 ). In contrast with most formal methods, see e.g. (de Bakker et al. 1991) , there is no need to refer to global times during the protocol verification. This leads to a convenient and natural calculus.
There is quickly growing literature on the formal verification of real-time and faulttolerant distributed systems. Closely related to our approach is the work on the interactive proof checker EHDM and its successor PVS. Rushby and von Henke (Rushby and yon Henke 1993) use EHDM to check the proofs the interactive convergence clock synchronization algorithm of Lamport and Melliar-Smith (1985) . Mechanical verification of a generalized protocol for Byzantine fault-tolerant clock synchronization (Schneider 1987) by using EHDM is described in (Shankar 1992) . In future applications of our approach we will certainly investigate the use of such an interactive proof checker.
Observe that the formal method used in our paper is ccnnpositional. It enables us to reason with only specifications and abstract from the implementation details. A natural continuation of this work is to derive a correct implementation which satisfies the server specification.
